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Talib's first INT as a Ram comes at crucial time - NFL Videos
adj of extreme importance; vital to the resolution of a
crisis. “a crucial moment in his career”. “a crucial
election”. “a crucial issue for women”. Synonyms: important.
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Through the influence of these phrases, the adjective crucial,
which before this time had meant simply "cross-shaped,"
acquired the sense "vital to the.
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A History Crucial Time in on what we do best. Set a time, 8pm
or 9pm, when you will actually stop eating completely and this
will naturally control your calorie intake.
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a few days since you, yourself, told me that these great
brutes, by the uncertainty of their tempers, often were the
means of turning victory into defeat, since, at a crucial
moment, they might elect to unseat and rend their riders. We
get caught out with our nutrition when we arrive home and do
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